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Abstract
Background: Although autistic people have shown impairments in various learning and memory tasks, recent studies have
reported mixed findings concerning implicit learning in ASD. Implicit skill learning, with its unconscious and statistical
properties, underlies not only motor but also cognitive and social skills, and it therefore plays an important role from infancy
to old age.
Methodology/Principal Findings: We investigated probabilistic implicit sequence learning and its consolidation in Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Three groups of children participated: thirteen with high-functioning ASD, 14 age-matched
controls, and 13 IQ-matched controls. All were tested on the Alternating Serial Reaction Time Task (ASRT), making it possible
to separate general skill learning from sequence-specific learning. The ASRT task was repeated after 16 hours. We found that
control and ASD children showed similar sequence-specific and general skill learning in the learning phase. Consolidation of
skill learning and sequence-specific learning were also intact in the ASD compared to the control groups.
Conclusions/Significance: These results suggest that autistic children can use the effects/results of implicit learning not
only for a short period, but also for a longer stretch of time. Using these findings, therapists can design more effective
educational and rehabilitation programs.
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(ASRT) tasks [13,14,15]. In addition, Muller et al. [16] reported
that autistic individuals showed abnormal fMRI activity patterns
in premotor cortex as well as greater individual variability in the
activation maps.
Previous studies showed mixed results regarding implicit
sequence learning of autistic people. Mostofsky and colleagues
[17] found impaired sequence learning when testing autistic
children. They used the SRT task, developed by Nissen and
Bullemer [18], in which participants were instructed to respond as
quickly and as accurately as possible to the location of a stimulus
that was presented at one of four possible locations on the monitor
in a series of trials. Unknown to the participants, the locations of
stimuli follow a predefined sequence, and participants typically
become faster at responding to the locations predicted by the
sequence compared to random trials. Mostofsky et al. [17] tested a
10-trial fixed sequence repeated 8 times in a block, across a total of
5 blocks using a longer 1500 ms interval, instead of the customary
120–300 ms response-to-stimulus interval used in SRT tasks (e.g.,
[18,19]). Gordon and Stark [20] tested sequence learning in
autistic participants in two tasks, one with an 8-element, and the
other a 4-element fixed sequence. Their results revealed marginal
learning with the 8-element fixed sequence task and significant
learning with the 4-element task. As in Mostofsky et al. [17], this

Introduction
Implicit learning is defined as the acquisition of information or
motor skill without conscious access to what was learned or even to
the fact that learning occurred [1,2]. Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) is characterized by social, communicative and motor
impairments [3]. The semantic and episodic memories of people
with autism have often been studied, but neurocognitive studies of
procedural learning and implicit cognition have received less
attention. The extent of learning abilities of ASD individuals is
debated [4]. In the present study, we examined implicit motor skill
learning in ASD to probe the functional integrity of this type of
fundamental learning mechanism.
Most models of motor skill learning [5,6,7,8,9] emphasize the
role of the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, while the role of the
hippocampus in this process remains inconclusive [10,11].
Neuropsychological studies have shown that sequence learning is
impaired in people with Huntington’s and Parkinson’s diseases
[12], demonstrating the impact of striatal dysfunction on this type
of perceptual-motor learning. Functional brain imaging studies
also show the involvement of the cerebellum, striatum and motor
cortices in implicit sequence learning tasks including the Serial
Reaction Time (SRT) and the Alternating Serial Reaction Time
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study used an unusually long response to stimulus interval (RSI) of
500 ms.
Four issues arise with the two studies above: 1) With a fixedsequence series the possibility of an explicit strategy arises, because
it is easier to become aware of the sequence, since the same
sequence is presented repeatedly. 2) Both in the 10- and 8-element
sequences the frequency of the elements was not balanced. Some
elements could have occurred more frequently than others, which
could increase the possibility of pattern recognition of the
sequence, making the learning process explicit rather than implicit.
In addition, it is possible that the learning observed was due at
least partly to learning the relative frequencies of individual events
rather than of sequences of events. 3) The long RSI values in the
above studies could also contribute to developing an explicit
strategy. Research has suggested that the longer the RSI, the more
probable that explicit strategies are used [21,22,23]. 4) In the
various neuropsychological and neurodevelopmental disorders in
which IQ is involved, it has been found that explicit learning is
correlated with IQ, while implicit learning is relatively independent of IQ level [24,25,26]. Explicit processes, therefore, suffer
more under circumstances with IQ impairment. If learning relies
on explicit strategies, then autistic individuals could be learning
less than controls due to impairments in explicit rather than
implicit learning.
Barnes and colleagues [27] overcame the above limitations by
using a 3-element version of the ASRT task [19], which is a
modified version of the SRT task. In classical SRT tasks the
structure of a sequence is deterministic with the stimuli following a
simple repeating pattern as in the series 213412431423, where
numbers refer to distinct events. In contrast, in the ASRT task
[19,28] repeating events alternate with random elements. This
means that the location of every second stimulus on the screen is
determined randomly. If, for instance, the sequence is 123, where
the numbers represent locations on the screen, in ASRT the
sequence of stimuli will be 1R2R3R1R2R3R…, with R
representing a random element. The sequence is thus better
hidden than in the classical SRT task and it is also possible to track
sequence-specific learning continuously by comparing responses to
the random and sequence elements within each testing block. This
structure is called a probabilistic second-order (lag-2) dependency
[19,28], because to predict element ‘n’ we need to know element
n-2. Barnes et al. [27] used a 120ms RSI, and they found intact
learning in Autism compared to a control group matched for age
and IQ. The authors suggest that the fronto-striatal-cerebellar
functions are spared in autism.
It is possible that Barnes et al. [27] found intact implicit learning
because participants were mostly children with Asperger’s
syndrome, who have better cognitive abilities than children with
simple autism. It is also possible that this group found intact

implicit learning because they used the ASRT with 3 elements
(i.e., 3 possible locations corresponding to 3 possible responses),
which could be too easy to detect deficits. However, in a recent
study Brown et al. [26] also observed intact implicit sequence
learning in a probabilistic SRT task introduced by Schvaneveldt &
Gomez [29]. In this task the RSI was 0 ms to reduce the possibility
of creating an explicit strategy [21,22,26].
To our knowledge, consolidation of implicit or procedural
learning has not been studied in autism, although some research
has investigated consolidation of episodic and semantic long-term
memories [30,31,32]. Because some aspects of these domains show
impairments in autism, it is important to investigate the implicit
consolidation processes as well. When examining consolidation it
is essential to know that skill learning occurs not only during
practice in the so-called online period, but also between-practice
during the so- called offline phase. The process that occurs during
the offline period is referred to as consolidation, which means
stabilization of a memory trace after the initial acquisition or even
improvement in performance following an offline period [33].
Such consolidation is important in considering the long-term
acquisition of skills; even if implicit learning is intact, it is possible
that autistic individuals are impaired in consolidation, thus
forgetting the skills over the longer term. This might explain the
apparent contradiction of intact implicit learning in autistic people
even though they are known to be weaker in communicative and
social skills [3].
In our study we used the ASRT task to investigate implicit
learning and consolidation in autism. The ASRT task allows
separation of general skill learning and sequence specific learning
during both online and offline periods. General skill learning is
reflected in the overall reaction time, whereas sequence-specific
learning is reflected in the difference between the reaction time to
predictable, sequence events as opposed to less predictable random
ones. We also examined the effect of a 16-hour delay on learning
performance, to test whether consolidation is intact. The present
study goes beyond previous studies [17,20,26,27] in two ways: 1)
we used a more difficult 4-element ASRT task with 4 possible
locations and 4 corresponding responses, instead of the 3-element
version used by Barnes et al. [27], and 2) we investigated the
consolidation of implicit learning over a 16-hour period.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirteen children with ASD, 13 IQ-matched, and 14 agematched children participated in the experiment. Their characteristics are described in Table 1. The IQ-matched control group
differed significantly from the other two groups in mean age (IQ
control and ASD: t(24) = 2.25; p = 0.034; IQ and AGE control:

Table 1. General data of participants.

Age

IQ

Sex

ASRT learning

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

ASD (n = 13)

11.77 (3.14)

7–17

93.15 (20.67)

Range
70–146

11 M/2 F

10/13

IQ-matched control (n = 13)

9.23* (2.59)

8–17

96.54 (17.65)

74–139

13 M

12/13

AGE-matched control (n = 14)

11.57 (3.27)

7–17

109.07* (12.83)

90–138

12 M/2 F

12/14

The IQ-matched control group was significantly younger than the other two groups; and the mean IQ of the AGE-matched control group was the highest (* - p,0.05).
The right-most column shows the number of participants in each group who showed significant sequence learning (determined by greater than zero RT difference in
high minus low frequency triplets in the last epoch of Session 1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011731.t001
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t(25) = 22.05, p = 0.51), whereas the mean IQ in the AGEmatched control group was significantly higher than in the ASD
(t(25) = 22.12, p = 0.044) and IQ-matched control group
(t(25) = 22.12, p = 0.044).
The children’s IQ was measured by the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WISC, 3rd ed.). All children with ASD were
diagnosed using the criteria in the DSM-IV [3], and had received
clinical evaluations both according to the Autism Diagnostic
Interview (ADI) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule
(ADOS) [34,35]. The mean score of the ADOS was 3.00
(SD = 1.58) for Communication and 5.67 (SD = 1.87) for Reciprocal Social Interaction domains. The mean score of ADI-R was
10.75 (SD = 4.65) for Reciprocal Social Interaction, 11.25
(SD = 6.15) for Communication and 4.87 (SD = 1.25) for Repetitive Behavior domains. Four of the ASD group members had a
diagnosis of Asperger’s syndrome. Children with neurological or
psychiatric disorders, or IQ of less than 70 were excluded from the
experiment. Control groups did not suffer from any developmental, psychiatric or neurological disorders, and did not have sleeping
disorders. Parents reported that all children had 7–8 hours of sleep
a day. Informed written parental consent and verbal assent of the
children were provided, and participants did not receive financial
compensation for their participation. Ethics approval was obtained
by Psychology Ethics Committee at University of Szeged, Institute
of Psychology.

(the testing phase) consisted of 5 blocks of the ASRT, because we
only focused on offline changes of previously acquired knowledge
[36,37]. The number of key presses per block and the RSI were
the same as Session 1.
There are 6 possible sequences in which each of the four
positions occurs once and only once (i.e., 1r2r3r4r, 1r2r4r3r,
1r3r4r2r, 1r3r2r4r, 1r4r2r3r, 1r4r3r2r), and each of these was used
approximately equally often across subjects within a group, but the
sequence for a given subject was identical during Session 1 and
Session 2.
To explore how much explicit knowledge subjects acquired
about the task, we administered a short questionnaire (similar to
[37]) after the second session. This questionnaire included
increasingly specific questions such as ‘‘Have you noticed anything
special regarding the task? Have you noticed some regularity in
the sequence of the stimuli?’’ The experimenter rated subjects’
answers on a 1–5 scale, where 1 was ‘‘Nothing noticed’’ and 5
represented ‘‘Total awareness.’’ None of the subjects reported
noticing the sequence either in the ASD, the IQ- or AGE-matched
control groups.

Statistical analysis
As there is a fixed sequence in the ASRT with random elements
inserted (e.g. 1 R 2 R 3 R 4 R, when R represents random trials)
some triplets or runs of three events occur more frequently than
others. For example, for the above example sequence 162, 263,
364, and 461 would occur often whereas 163 or 462 would
occur infrequently. Following previous studies, we refer to the
former as high-frequency triplets and the latter as low-frequency
triplets. Pattern trials are always high-frequency, whereas onefourth of the random trials are high-frequency by chance. Thus,
high-frequency triplets occur 62.5% of the time and low-frequency
triplets occur 25% of the time (excluding repetitions, e.g. 333, and
trills, e.g. 313). As is typical, we have excluded repetitions and trills
from analyses because they usually reveal preexisting response
biases and because they are always low frequency for all subjects
and hence (unlike the remaining triplets) are not counterbalanced
[38]. Earlier results have shown that as people practice the ASRT
task, they come to respond more quickly to the high- than lowfrequency triplets, revealing sequence-specific learning [19,37,38],
and participants remain unaware of such learning. In addition,
general motor skill learning is revealed in the ASRT task with a
decrease in average response speed, irrespective of the triplet types.
Thus, we are able to obtain measures of both sequence-specific
and general motor skill learning in the ASRT task.
To facilitate data processing, the blocks of ASRT were
organized into epochs of five blocks. The first epoch contained
blocks 1–5, the second epoch blocks 6–10, etc. [27,37]. The
analyses were performed as in Song et al’s [37] and Nemeth et al.
[36,39]. We report both the reaction times (RT) and accuracy
data; however, our focus is primarily on RT. For RT we calculated
means for correct responses only (eliminating trills and repetitions
and RTs that fell more than 3 standard deviations from the mean
RT for that subject), separately for trials ending high versus low
frequency triplets and for each subject and each epoch. For
accuracy, we used the mean percentages of the correct responses.

Procedure
There were two sessions in the experiment (see Figure 1): a
learning phase (Session 1) and a testing phase (Session 2) separated
by a 16-hour interval (62 hours). The first session was in the
afternoon (between 2–4 PM), and took approximately 30–
35 minutes; the second session was in the morning (between 7–9
AM) and lasted 5–10 minutes.

Alternating Serial Reaction Time (ASRT) Task
We used a modified version of the original ASRT task [19], in
which a stimulus (a dog’s head) appeared in one of the four empty
circles on the screen and the subject had to press a corresponding
key (Y, C, B and M on Hungarian keyboard) when it occurred
[36].
Session 1 (the learning phase) consisted of 20 blocks of the
ASRT, with 85 key presses in each block - the first five trials were
random (for practice and to make it more difficult to discover the
pattern explicitly), then the 8-element sequence (i.e., 4 pattern
events alternating with 4 randomly determined ones) repeated 10
times. Following Howard et al. [19] each stimulus was presented
120 ms following the previous response (response-to-stimulus
interval, RSI). Between blocks, the subjects received feedback
about their overall reaction time and accuracy, and then they were
given a 10–20 second rest before starting a new block. Session 2

Results
Online learning during session 1
Reaction time. To investigate learning during Session 1
(learning phase) a mixed design ANOVA was conducted on the
first 4 epochs of the RT data shown in Figure 2A–C, with
(TRIPLET: high vs. low) and (EPOCH: 1–4) as within-subjects

Figure 1. Experiment design. There were two sessions in the
experiment: a Learning Phase (Session 1) followed by a Testing Phase
(Session 2) after a 16-hour delay.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011731.g001
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Figure 2. Results of the experiment. RTs of Session 1 (epoch 1–4) and Session 2 (epoch 5) for ASD (A), IQ-matched (B) and AGE-matched (C)
control groups. The RT differences between the high (open squares) and low frequency (filled squares) triplets indicate sequence-specific learning,
whereas the decrease of reaction time (regardless of triplet type) indicates general skill learning. In Session 1 all groups showed significant sequencespecific and general skill learning. D) Offline changes of sequence-specific knowledge for all groups. The sequence learning effect (SLE) is the RT on
low frequency minus RT on high frequency trials; this effect on the last epoch of Session 1 (Epoch 4) does not differ significantly from that of the first
epoch of Session 2 (Epoch 5). E) Offline changes of general skill for all groups; there was no difference in overall RT between Epoch 4 and 5 for any
group. Error bars indicate SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011731.g002

factors, and GROUP (ASD, IQ- and Age-matched control groups)
as a between-subjects factor. Thus, sequence-specific learning
would be revealed by main effects and/or interactions with
TRIPLET.
There was significant sequence-specific learning (indicated by
the significant main effect of TRIPLET: F(1,37) = 37.55,
MSE = 747.57, p,0.000001, gp2 = 0.50) such that RT was faster
on the high than low frequency triplets. There was also general
motor skill learning (shown by the significant main effect of
EPOCH: F(3,111) = 14.27, MSE = 15368.84, p,0.000001,
gp2 = 0.28), such that RT decreased across epochs. There were
no group differences in learning (no interactions with group were
significant; all p’s.0.40). The only significant effect regarding
Group was the main effect (F(2,37) = 4.58, MSE = 256569.47,
p = 0.02, gp2 = 0.20), reflecting that the Age-matched control
group responded faster than both the ASD and IQ-matched
control groups (p’s,0.04). The ANOVA conducted on transformed data (using the same method as Barnes et al, 2008: low
minus high differences in epochs/RT of low frequency triplets)
revealed the same results.
Subsequent TRIPLET6EPOCH ANOVAs on the RTs,
conducted separately for each group confirmed that each group
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

showed both general skill learning and sequence-specific learning.
For the ASD group there was a significant main effect of
TRIPLET, F(1,12) = 22.21, MSE = 683.68, p = 0.001, gp2 = 0.65
and the main effect of EPOCH was F(3,36) = 2.14,
MSE = 28145.74, p = 0.11, gp2 = 0.15. The EPOCH6TRIPLET
interaction was not significant, F(3,36) = 0.15, MSE = 987.34,
p = 0.93, gp2 = 0.05. For the IQ-matched control group there
were significant main effects of TRIPLET, F(1,12) = 7.29,
MSE = 1166.34, p = 0.02, gp2 = 0.38 and of EPOCH,
F(3,36) = 8.40, MSE = 9873.67, p,0.0001, gp2 = 0.41. The TRIPLET6EPOCH interaction was not significant (F(3,36) = 0.53,
MSE = 815.31, p = 0.67, gp2 = 0.04). For the Age-matched control
group the main effects of TRIPLET and EPOCH were also
significant (F(1,13) = 13.03, MSE = 420.00, p = 0.003, gp2 = 0.44;
F(3,39) = 10.37, MSE = 8647.24, p,0.0001, gp2 = 0.50; respectively). The TRIPLET6EPOCH interaction did not reach
significance (F(3,39) = 2.21, p = 0.10, gp2 = 0.15).
Accuracy. The same analyses were conducted on accuracy
measures. The ANOVA revealed significant sequence-specific
learning (indicated by the significant main effect of TRIPLET:
F(1,37) = 17.35, MSE = 0.001, p,0.0001, gp2 = 0.32), such that
the accuracy was greater on high than low frequency triplets. The
4
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main effect of EPOCH was also significant (F(3,111) = 3.13,
MSE = 0.002, p = 0.029, gp2 = 0.08), such that accuracy decreased
across epochs (which reflects falling accuracy for low frequency
triplets). There were no group differences in learning (no
interactions with group were significant; all p values.0.61). The
main effect of Group was not significant (F(2,37) = 1.14,
MSE = 0.015, p = 0.33, gp2 = 0.06), reflecting that all groups
responded with similar accuracy rates (ASD group 94%, IQmatched control 92%, Age-matched control 94%).
Subsequent TRIPLET6EPOCH ANOVAs were conducted
separately for each group to confirm the results. For the ASD
group there was a significant main effect of TRIPLET,
(F(1,12) = 5.37, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.039, gp2 = 0.31), whereas of
the main effect of EPOCH did not reach significance
(F(3,36) = 2.21, MSE = 0.002, p = 0.10, gp2 = 0.15). For the IQmatched control group there was only a marginally significant
main effect of TRIPLET, (F(1,12) = 4.05, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.067,
gp2 = 0.25), whereas the main effect of EPOCH was not
significant, (F(3,36) = 0.48, MSE = 0.004, p = 0.70, gp2 = 0.04).
For the AGE-matched control group the main effect of TRIPLET
was significant (F(1,13) = 8.36, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.013,
gp2 = 0.39), and the main effect of EPOCH was marginally
significant (F(3,39) = 2.83, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.051, gp2 = 0.18).
The TRIPLET6EPOCH interaction was not significant in any
group (all p’s.0.36).

ANOVA with EPOCH (Epoch 4 and 5) as a within-subjects factor
and GROUP (ASD, IQ- and Age-matched control groups) as a
between subject factor. The ANOVA revealed offline improvement of general skill (shown in Figure 2E) in that the main effect of
EPOCH was significant, (F(1,37) = 15.06, MSE = 3012.21,
p,0.001, gp2 = 0.29), reflecting the faster overall RTs for the
first epoch in Session 2 compared to those at the end of Session 1.
The EPOCH6GROUP interaction was not significant,
F(2,37) = 0.28, MSE = 3012.21, p = 0.76, gp2 = 0.015.
This evidence for offline consolidation of general skill relies on
comparing RT on epoch 5 to that on epoch 4, so it is possible that
the faster RT on epoch 5 is simply due to learning that occurred
during epoch 5 [36]. To rule out this possibility, we conducted the
same analysis for Epoch 3 and 4 (within Session 1). Neither the
main effect of EPOCH, nor the EPOCH6GROUP interaction
was significant (F(1,37) = 0.01, MSE = 7287.32, p = 0.97, gp2,
0.001; F(2,37) = 0.47, MSE = 7287.32, p = 0.63, gp2 = 0.025). This
suggests that the offline effects we observed were not simply due to
continued learning.
The results of accuracy analysis also confirmed these findings.
When comparing the Epoch 4 and Epoch 5 (across sessions),
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of EPOCH
(F(1,37) = 13.82, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.001, gp2 = 0.27), reflecting
an offline increase in overall accuracy (from 92.5% to 95.4%).
There was no significant difference among the groups
(EPOCH6GROUP interaction: F(2,37) = 1.13, MSE = 0.001,
p = 0.33, gp2 = 0.06). The ANOVA conducted for Epoch 3 and
4 (within Session 1) revealed a trend for a main effect of EPOCH
(F(1,37) = 3.01, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.09, gp2 = 0.075), but with a
reverse pattern: they were less accurate in the Epoch 4 compared
to the Epoch 3 (93.5% versus 92.5%). The EPOCH6GROUP
interaction was not significant (F(2,37) = 0.92, MSE = 0.001,
p = 0.41, gp2 = 0.05).

Offline changes of sequence-specific knowledge
To define the index for offline sequence-specific learning, we
calculated the Sequence Learning Effect (SLE) which is the RT/
accuracy difference for the low versus high frequency triplets for
the last epoch of Session 1 (Epoch 4). This index shows the
magnitude of sequence-specific learning at the end of the first
session [27]. Similarly, we calculated this Sequence Learning
Effect for the first epoch of Session 2 (Epoch 5). These SLE scores
(shown in Figure 2D) were submitted to a mixed design ANOVA
with EPOCH (Epoch 4 and 5) as a within-subjects factor and
GROUP (ASD, IQ- and Age-matched control groups) as a
between-subjects factor. Thus, any offline changes in sequencespecific learning would be revealed by main effects and/or
interactions with EPOCH. In the ANOVA on RT difference
scores, neither the main effect of EPOCH, nor the
EPOCH6GROUP interaction reached significance (F(1,37) =
0.72, MSE = 1157.37, p = 0.40, gp2 = 0.02; F(2,37) = 0.30,
MSE = 1157.37, p = 0.74, gp2 = 0.02; respectively). The subsequent
paired t-tests conducted separately for each group confirmed these
results (all p’s.0.20). Thus, there was no evidence of offline changes
(improvement or deterioration) of sequence-specific knowledge
regardless of group.
In the same analysis conducted on the accuracy Sequence
Learning Effects (Accuracy on High Frequency minus that on Low
Frequency) neither the main effect of EPOCH (F(1,37) = 0.13,
MSE = 0.001, p = 0.72, gp2 = 0.004), nor the EPOCH6GROUP
interaction was significant (F(2,37) = 2.24, MSE = 0.001, p = 0.12,
gp2 = 0.11).

Discussion
Our goal was to investigate whether implicit sequence learning
and consolidation are impaired in children with ASD. We used a
task that allowed us to differentiate between general skill and
sequence-specific learning. We found that ASD children showed
general skill learning and implicit learning of probabilistic
sequences similar to that of two groups of controls, one matched
in IQ and the other in age. In addition, the groups did not differ in
consolidation; over a 16-hour period between sessions, we
observed no forgetting of sequence-specific learning, as well as
offline improvements in general skill, with no significant
differences among groups. We believe our study to be the first to
investigate implicit learning consolidation in autism.
The findings of the online learning (Session 1) are similar to
those of Barnes et al. [27] and Brown et al. [26], who also found
probabilistic implicit learning to be intact in samples of autistic
children. Our results build on these earlier studies in that we show
intact learning of a more difficult regularity, in that we used a 4element ASRT task, instead of the 3-element version in Barnes
et al. [27]. Nonetheless, accepting the null hypothesis requires
caution. Small sample size and great variability in responses could
reduce our ability to detect group differences in learning, however,
previous studies with similar findings and similar sample sizes
support our conclusions.
Why has the current study and several others found intact
implicit sequence learning in this population [26,27] while others
did not [17]? Brown et al. [26] has suggested that explicit strategies
could affect the differences in these findings: they reason that such
strategies could help in learning deterministic sequences (but not

Offline changes of general skills
To examine offline general skill learning we calculated the
overall RT/accuracy (combined across triplet types) for the last
epoch of Session 1 and the first epoch of Session 2; the greater the
RT decrease from Session 1 to Session 2, the larger the offline
general skill improvement was. Further, a lack of increase in RT
between the two sessions (with a 16-hour time delay between
sessions) would signal that the participant’s retention of general
skill was intact. These overall RTs were used in a mixed design
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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probabilistic ones, since they are more difficult to discover
explicitly). This research group also argues that high RSI values
could contribute to strategy building: Gordon & Stark [20] and
Mostofsky et al. [17] used 500–1500 ms whereas Barnes et al. [27]
and Brown et al. [26] used 120 and 0 ms, respectively. Higher
RSIs can lead to more explicit strategies and learning [22]. Thus,
according to Brown’s hypothesis performance is influenced by the
use of explicit strategies [26]. Using explicit strategies/explicit
processes is highly correlated with IQ levels, whereas implicit
processes are not [24,25,26]. Brown et al. [26] also reason that
ASD individuals are prone to solving tasks explicitly, as shown in
several studies (e.g., Theory of Mind performance is mediated
explicitly in ASD [40,41]). Thus, their impairments may be
reflecting impaired explicit, not implicit learning. When there is no
chance to use explicit strategies, as in our study, or in Barnes’ [27]
and Brown’s [26] the autistic participants are able to reveal their
intact implicit learning.
A different hypothesis explaining the contradictory research
results can be drawn from Happé & Frith [42] who suggest that
ASDs have attentional preference for local over the global context.
It is possible that longer RSIs make it even more difficult for ASD
participants to engage in global-context processing because the
increased time between events makes it difficult to group them.
Thus, longer RSIs would put ASD participants at a disadvantage
in sequence learning compared to controls. Testing these
hypotheses will require more research.
The results of the present study concerning consolidation are
similar to those of Song et al. [37] and Nemeth et al. [36]. Like the
healthy young and older adults in these earlier studies, our ASD and
control groups remembered the sequence between sessions as shown
by a lack of decline in Sequence Learning Effect over the 16 hours
between sessions. In addition, as had been the case for the adults in
these earlier studies, all three groups of children showed offline
enhancement of general skill in that they started their second session
at a faster response rate than the end of the first session. However,
neither study [36,37] found a sleep effect in the general skill learning
or in the sequence-specific learning. This is important because ASD
has been highly associated with sleep difficulties [3]. Thus, whether

consolidation is intact or defective in autism it is most likely not the
result of sleep disturbance. The fact that our ASD children did not
show deficits in consolidation, is also consistent with evidence
suggesting that sleep may not play a critical role in consolidation of
implicit sequence learning [36,37,43,44].
Moreover, our findings draw attention to the fact that children
acquire the hidden sequences very fast, as they are sensitive to
statistical probabilities already in the first epoch of learning. This
early sensitivity may reflect greater neural plasticity and is less
typical among adults [36,37,45].
In summary, this study found that implicit sequence-specific and
general skill learning are unimpaired in participants with ASD,
and that consolidation of the learning is intact as well. This
suggests that autistic children can use the effects/results of implicit
learning not only for a short period, but also for a longer stretch of
time. Learning seems to get embedded into the cognitive system,
which could play an important role in therapy. Learning in
general relies on implicit and explicit processes at the same time. If
implicit sequence learning is spared relative to explicit learning in
ASD [4], then emphasizing implicit processes could improve reallife learning in ASD. Using these results, therapists can design
more effective educational and rehabilitation programs. Our
findings suggest that learning mechanisms associated with frontalstriatal-cerebellar anatomy are partly intact in ASD.
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